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S. A. ANDREA 
Mathematics Department, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 
In the first installment of these notes we showed how the Hodge 
existence theorem on a compact manifold could be deduced from local 
properties of elliptic operators in Euclidean space. In this second part 
we prove that elliptic operators do in fact have these local properties. 
Two simplifications have been made: 
(1) Instead of considering adjoint operators relative to some 
arbitrary inner product structure, we work only with the standard 
Euclidean adjoint. 
(2) Instead of treating an elliptic system of partial differential 
operators, we do only the case of a single elliptic operator. 
In the concluding sections of these notes it will be argued that these 
simplifications were inessential; that the proof which works for the 
single-operator, Euclidean-adjoint case will also do for the general case. 
Finally, credit for the techniques we use must be given to Lax 
Schwartz, Peetre, and perhaps others. 
1. ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS- 
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that Sz C W is an open set, and that L = x,lvlGm b”(x) D” 
is a differential operator of order m whose coefficients are C” functions 
defined on a. 
DEFINITION. L is elliptic at a point x,, E 0 if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: For any C” function f defined on Q with f (x0) = 0 
and grad f (x0) # 0, the function L(f “) does not vanish at x,, . 
From the definition it is immediate that the notion of ellipticity 
is invariant under diffeomorphism. 
To simplify the next few calculations we assume that x0 = 0. 
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For any nonzero [ E [w n, the function fE(x) = 5 * x satisfies fE(0) = 0 
and gradfdo) f 0, so that if L is elliptic at 0, then L(f,“) does not 
vanish at 0. 
Now consider an arbitrary function g with g(0) = 0, gradg(0) # 0. 
Choose fF so that g - fs vanishes to first order at 0. It follows that 
gm - fc” vanishes to m-th order at 0. Because L is of order m, the two 
functions L( g”) and L(f,“) must agree at 0. 
Therefore, the ellipticity condition is fulfilled if we only know it for 
the rather special functions ft . 
We will see what this condition implies for the coefficients of L. Let v 
be a typical multi-index; by easy calculations one shows that Dy(fcm) 
vanishes at 0 if / v 1 < m and equals m! & if [ v 1 = m. 
Therefore 
L(p)(O) = m! 1 b,(O) E”. 
IYI=m 
We collect these results in the following definition and proposition. 
DEFINITION. Let L = ClvlGne bV(x) D” be a differential operator of 
order m defined in an open set 9. The symbol of L is the function 
given by 
PROPOSITION. L is e&tic at x0 E Q if and on& if a(~,, , f) # 0 for 
all nonzero .$ E W. 
One may note in passing that the set of ellipticity of L must, in view 
of the above, be an open subset of $2. 
We show next that ellipticity is preserved in the passage from an 
operator to its adjoint. The proof makes use of the fact that if v is a 
multi-index of norm k and b a C” function, then Db = bDV + P, 
where P is a differential operator of order <k - 1. 
PROPOSITION. Let L = C ,” ,Gm by(x) DV be a d#eerential operator 
de$ned in an open set 8 C W. Let x0 E 9. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
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1. L is elliptic at x0 . 
2. Lx is elliptic at x0 , where Lx is the Euclidean adjoint of L. 
3. L* is elliptic at x0 , where L* is the adjoint relative to any smooth 
positive density function. 
Proof. The Euclidean adjoint is given explicitly by 
L” = c (-l)I” Dub, . 
Id<” 
This formula can be rewritten as 
Lx = 1 (-l)“b,DY +P, 
IvI=m 
where P is some differential operator of order <m - 1. 
Therefore L and Lx have, up to sign, the same symbol. Hence one is 
elliptic at x,, if and only if the other is. 
If L* is the adjoint of L relative to a smooth density function p, then 
From the ellipticity of Lx one deduces the ellipticity of L*. It is easiest 
to argue directly from the definition of ellipticity, instead of comparing 
the symbols. This completes the proof. 
2. THE NECESSARY FACTS FROM FOURIER ANALYSIS 
Let Cze, be the space of C” functions f : W + R which are peroidic 
of period 27r in all variables. 
Let G C [w” denote the Abelian group of all integer lattice points 
in W. 
Then for f e Cpe,, and 77 E G the “7-th” Fourier coefficient of f is 
given by the well-known formula 
where EC W is any period cube, e.g., {x 1 0 < x, < 27r, all 1 < s < rz]. 
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The facts which we shall use are the following: 
1. IffE C& 
coefficients iqs3(71). 
has Fourier coefficientsf(q), then af/ax,$ has Fourier 
2. For f e C;P,, the function fi(71) is “rapidly decreasing” in the 
z;;b;hat I rl l”f(17) -+ 0 as 7 -+ co, no matter how large M > 0 
3. Every f E Czer is represented by its Fourier series: 
f(x) = q~3(7d ei(n.z), 
where the convergence is uniform and absolute on [Wn. 
4. For f, g E C& we have the Parseval identity 
- 
5. Let h: G -+ C be rapidly decreasing, and satisfy h(q) = h(-9) 
for all 17 E G. Then there is an f E C;e. with3 = h. 
The proofs of these facts are well known, so we give only a few guiding 
remarks. 
1. Integrate by parts. 
2. Deduce from Fact 1 that I 7 /2sf(q) = (-As, where 
A = C a2/axj2. Now observe that j is bounded for any g E CC~, . 
3. For some s > 0, we have 
Therefore Cssc I f(v)1 < co from Fact 2, and g(x) = C,,c f (7) cG(~.~) 
is at least a continuous function. Nowf - g has all its Fourier coefficients 
equal to zero. By Weierstrass approximation, f - g is the uniform limit 
of trig polynomials. But if f - g is orthogonal to all trig polynomials, 
then f - g is identically 0. 
4. This is a direct consequence of Fact 3, and of the orthogonality 
over E of the functions ei(n.r) for distinct 7. 
5. Just set 
f(x) = 1 h(7) ei(“‘“). 
WC 
The condition h(q) = /z-q) is necessary and sufficient for f to be real. 
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3. THE s NORMS ON Cpmer . 
CONTINUITY OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let EC [Wn be a period cube. The space CFer can be made into a 
normed linear space in many natural ways; one could set 
the ordinary L2 norm, or one could use 
llfll = ( c j 
~vl<m zsE 
which is the sum of L2 norms of derivatives if order <m. 
The advantage of the s norms is that they make it possible for us to 
talk about all these norms at once in a systematic way. 
DEFINITION. For f E Cp”er and s any integer positive or negative, 
we put 
llflls = &Cl + I rl l)2s Ifw~1’2. 
For s = 0, Parseval’s formula gives 
II f II” = wF2 (J& I f@>l” q2, 
and thus we are really talking about the ordinary L2 norm. 
For s > 0, the Parseval formula can be used to show that the norm 
11 f IIs is equivalent to the norm (CIVIGS JzEE I Df (x)1” d~)l/~. 
For s < 0, it turns out that 11 f Ijs is the norm of the linear functional 
that f induces on C& , normed by the I s 1 norm. However, we will not 
need this fact in our exposition. 
Now consider a differential operator of order m, L = C IvlGm b”(x) D, 
whose coefficients are in C$., . We will show that L : C,,, -+ Cper is 
continuous from the s norm to the s - m norm. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 11 &~(x)ll~ < (1 + I 01 I)fzsl II f II,” for all a: E G, 
f E %a and integers s. 
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Remark. The proposition should be read as the assertion that the map 
f(x) t+ &35f(x) is continuous in the s norm, and has operator norm no 
greater than (1 + la I)‘“‘. 
Proof. If f (x) has Fourier coefficients j(T), then eiezf (x) has Fourier 
coefficientsf((77 - LX). 
Hence 
NOW it is easy to see that 1 + / 7 / < (1 + I rl - (Y I>(1 + I 01 I>, and 
thence that (1 + I 7 I)2s < (1 + ( 7 - 01 l)2s (1 + / 0~ I)~zs~. Therefore 
II eiy(q < (1 + I @z l)‘2s’ v;G (1 + I 17 - cx ozs Ifh - a>!” 
= (1 + Ia l)‘25’ llfll: * 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Letb E Cg,, and s an integer. Then there is a C, > 0 
such that II bfll, < C,Ilf lhfor allfc C&. 
Proof. Write b(x) = C,,c 6(~) ei”‘” and 
bN(x) = 1 J(T) eine5. 
IUIGN 
By Proposition 3.1, 
where 
cs = c I434 (1 + I rl I)‘“‘. 
MC 
Now b, + b uniformly on the period cube E, hence bNf + bf 
uniformly. In particular, for each 7 E G, we have 
Therefore 
II Ml, G lim sup II bfll, . 
Since 1) bNf IIs < C, 11 f/Is for each N, the proof is complete. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let v be any multi-index of norm 12. Then 
II o”f IIs4 G Ilf IL for allf E Cper * 
Proof. If f(x) has F ourier coefficients j(q), then Df has Fourier 
coefficients (iv)“f(q). Hence, 
II Wll”,-, = c (1 + I7 l)2s--2k 17: **- 7’,“f(7)l” 
G c (1 + I 7 I)*- I I 7 IY1 *** I 7 I”Y(7) I2 
G c 11 + I7 I)2s-2k I7 12k l3(7,1” 
G c (1 + I 7 l)25 IA7>1” 
= Ilf 11: *
The foregoing propositions furnish a complete proof of the desired 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Let L = CIYIGm b”(x) Dv be a differential operator of order 
m, with coe@ients in C& . Then for any integer s there is a constant 
C, such that 
IlLf IL-m < c, Ilf lls 
for all f E C& . 
4. SYMBOLIC DIFFERENTIATION AND THE FRIEDRICHS’ LEMMA 
The operator A : Cpmer + C;,, is defined by 
G(7) = I 7 l3(7,9 
and is called the symbolic differentiation operator. It is in some way a 
combining or averaging of all the proper differentiation operators 
alax, , and by its use one can abbreviate certain calculations that would 
otherwise have been more long-winded. 
If L : C$, -+ C$, is a differential operator of order m, then 
a/(axj) L - L(a/a x j) is also of order m. Friedrichs’ lemma says the same 
thing about AL - LA. 
FRIEDRICHS’ LEMMA. Let L = x,v,Gm b”(x) Dy, where b, E C& . The-n 
for every integer s, there is a C, > 0 such that 
for all f E Czep . 
IIW - Wf Ils--m G C8 llf lls 
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Proof. Since A commutes with each Dy, we have 
AL -LA = c (h,(x) - b”(X) Lip. 
“<+?I 
Consequently, it suffices to prove Friedrichs’ lemma for the special 
case L = b(x), b E Cze, , and m = 0. 
We begin by computing the Fourier coefficients of (/lb - bA)f: 
Now define b’ E Cze, by the requirement that 
b’(v) = I rl I I &dl 
for all 77 E G; likewise, define g E C& by 2 = I f” I. 
Then the above estimate can be rewritten in the form 
and consequently 
Now by Proposition 3.2 there is a C, > 0, depending only on b’, 
such that 
II b’h l/s < c, II h Ils 
for all h E CFe, . 
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Because II g IIs = Ilfll, , we can finally conclude that 
IlW - Wflls < c* Ilfll.3 
for all f 6 C& . 
5. THE BASIC ESTIMATE FOR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
The object of this section is to furnish a proof of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Let D E W be open, and let T = z,Y,Gm a,(x) Dv be a 
differential operator whose coefficients are C” functions dejked in 52. 
Suppose that T is elliptic at x,, . Then there exists an operator 
L = x IV IGm b”(x) Dy such that 
(1) L = T in a neighborhood of x0 ; 
(2) the coe@ients of L are in Czer , 
(3) for each integer s there are constants c > 0 and C > 0 such that 
Ilflls G c IIWS-m + c Ilflls-1 
for all f E C& . 
Proof. (1) T is a constant coefficient operator. 
In this case T already has periodic coefficients, and the theorem will 
be proved with the choice L = T itself. The proof is based on the 
fact that a constant coefficient differential operator is represented in 
Fourier coefficient space by pointwise multiplication. 
Let 
T = c a,Dy. 
lul<m 
Put 
T(E) = c %(iQ. 
IvlGm 
Then for all f E Cpe,, we have 7’1%) = +&h>. 
Now the ellipticity condition says that T,,(.$) = XV=, a,(i& # 0 
for all nonzero 4 E Rn. Since -rO is homogeneous of degree m, it satisfies 
an inequality 
I ~oct)l 2 a II 5 Ilrn, 
valid for all ,$ E W. 
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Henceforth we deal only with the restrictions of T and r,, to the integer 
lattice points in Rn. 
Define p : G -+ C by p(O) = 0 and p(q) = (~~(7)))~ for 7 # 0. It 
follows that p satisfies an inequality 
I P(dl < 4 + I71 I)-” 
for all 7 E G. 
But T = 7s + or , where ~~(7) is bounded in norm by a constant 
times (1 + / 71 1),-l. Therefore 
PC?) +I) = 1 + c+h 
in which 1 o(~)l < C(1 + / 7 I)-’ for all 71 E G. 
Define operators R and 5’ of CF~~ into itself by the formulas 
By the inequalities on p and g we have 11 Rflj, < c Ilfll,s-, and 
II sfll, < C IlflL1 for all fe C$r . Moreover the operators are related 
by the equation RT = I + S. 
Now let f E Czer . For any integer s, 
This completes the proof for case (1). Note that the constants c and C 
turned out to be independent of the integer s. 
(2) T is variable coefficient operator. 
Suppose T = IT 1” lGr,L a,(x) Dv is elliptic at x,, E 0. Write T = To + T, , 
where T,, = C LZ~(X,,) Dy is a constant coefficient operator, and 
Tl = C (44 - 44) Dy is a variable coefficient operator whose 
coefficients vanish at x,, . For brevity put k,(x) = a,(x) - ay(xO). 
From the ellipticity of T, it follows that To is also elliptic. The operator 
T,, already makes sense as an operator on Ccer , and by case (1) there 
exist c > 0 and C > 0 so that 
Ilfll, < c II ~oflls-n + c llflls-1 
for all integers s and all f E 15’;~~ . 
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Now let v be a C” function of compact support which satisfies 
v = 1 near x,, and 0 < p)(x) < 1 for all x E FP. We intend to replace 
Tl by VT, ; the only thing yet to be decided is how small the support 
of v should be. 
The coefficients of Tl are the functions K,(x); they all vanish at x,, . 
Since supp y is in a small neighborhood of x0 , it can be arranged that 
v(x) KY(x) is uniformly small. 
Now choose q~ so that 
,Jm (J,,,” 1 F:(X) WI2 q2 < I/c, 
where c is the number that appears in the estimate for the constant 
coefficient operator T,, . 
At present, vk, has compact support concentrated near x,, . Let copies 
of & be transplanted to the appropriate places in DP so as to produce 
a function p, with period 27~ in all variables. 
The relevant properties of p, are 
(9 Pv E C& 7 
(ii) p, = k, near x0 , 
(iii) ClvlGm (257)42 II p, Ilo = E -c l/c. 
Now put P = C,++pv(x) P. Using the general fact llfg II,, < 
(27~)“‘~ llfllo II g \I0 for f and g in Czer , we see that 
The original operator in the statement of the theorem was 
T = To + T, . We commit ourselves now to the choice 
L = To + P, . 
Certainly L = T near x0 , and the coefficients of L are in CZ~, . It only 
remains to prove the estimates. 
At the beginning, we can only do it for s = m, for it is only here 
that we can use the estimate 
II PIfIIO G E llfllm Y 
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together with the estimate 
Indeed, for any f E CFer we have 
Ilfll, < c II Tof!l, + Cllfllm-1 
< c IILfll, + c II Plfll, + CIlflLn-1 
< c Il-mI + fx llfllm + Cllfllm-1 * 
Since CE < 1, we get 
This completes the proof for the case s = m. 
Suppose now that we had already proved our estimate for a particular 
integer s. We will prove it now for s + 1. 
Define the operator K : C& -+ CFer by K = A + I. Then Kf (7) = 
(1 + / q /)3(71), and K is a bijective map of Cger. For all values of s, it 
is an isometry from the s + 1 norm to the s-norm: 
II WI!, = Ilflls+1 9 
as is readily seen by inspection of the Fourier coefficients. 
By Friedrichs’ lemma, there is an M, > 0 such that 
for all f e C;er . 
Now consider an arbitrary f E Cper . We have 
llf II s+1 = II Kfll.9 d c ll-w~lls-?I2 + C/I Wlls-1 
,< c II Jwl-m + c IIWK - Wf IIs-m + c Ilfll, 
G c II~flls+1-m + [C + cJ,fsl Ilfll, * 
This completes the proof for s + 1. 
Now imagine that we started out by knowing the estimate for a 
particular integer s + 1; we must now prove it for s. 
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Let f E C& . Write f = Kg when g E C& . Then 
II Kg lls = II g /Is+1 < c Ilk lls+1--nz + c II g lls 
G c II K-k Ils-m + c II Kg l/S-l 
G c II WY lls-m + c IlG= - -wg IL + c II Kg IL-1 
G cllLJw/,-m +cM,llgIls + Cll~glls-1 
< c IIwg)lIS-?n + [CM, + Cl II Kg /Is--l . 
Since any f can be written as Kg, we are done. 
In summary: First we proved the estimate for the case s = m, and 
then we proved that from any given integer one can induct upwards 
and downwards. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. THE LOCAL COMPACT INVERSE CONDITION 
The heart of the proof is in the following fairly well-known result. 
LEMMA (Rellich). Let s < t be integers. 
Suppose that some sequence {fk} C C:e, is bounded in the t norm. Then 
{f,J contains a subsequence which converges in the s norm. 
Proof. Since (1 + I q l)21 I fk(q)12 < 11 fk 11; , we know at once that 
{fk(r])} is, for each 7 E G, a bounded sequence of complex numbers. 
From the given sequence {fk} choose a subsequence { gk} with the 
property that, for each q E G, the sequence { gk(q)) is convergent. We 
will show that jig, - gj /Is + 0. 
For any M > 0, we certainly have 
ZG (1 + I 7 lY5 I &c(7) - i%d” - 0, 
Inlaf 
as k, j -+ CO. Therefore, it suffices to show that for every E > 0 there 
is a large A4 > 0 such that 
for all g, . 
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By hypothesis, 
for all g, . 
c (1 + I rl I)“” 16kh)l” G c 
WC 
Now for 1 7 1 > A!I, we have 
(1 + 17 1)2S = (1 + I-7) l)2s-2t (1 + I 7 l>2t < (1 + w2”-2t (1 + I rl I)““- 
Therefore 
In&(1 + I rl l)2s I&WI2 < (1 + M)2S-2t C. 
REF 
Consequently, A!I must be large enough so that (1 + LW)~~-~K’ < E. 
This completes the proof of Rellich’s lemma. 
Next we give the consequence that Rellich’s lemma forces upon 
operators of CFer which satisfy the elliptic inequalities. 
THEOREM. Let L = x,v,G.m b”(x) DV be a diferential operator of order 
m with coefficients in C& . Suppose that for each integer s there are 
constants c > 0 and C > 0 such that 
for all f E Cpm, . 
Let {fkl C C;P,, be bounded in the s norm, for some particular integer s. 
If {Lfk} is bounded in the s - m + 1 norm, then {fk) contains a sub- 
sequence which converges in the s norm. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there exist c > 0 and C > 0 such that 
Ilfl!s+1 G c ll~flls-WI+1 + c llflls 
for all f E C;er . 
When this inequality is applied to our sequence, it is found that 
(11 fk Ils+r} is a bounded sequence. The desired result now follows from 
Rellich’s lemma. 
The last result of this section is the local compact inverse condition 
for elliptic operators. 
THEOREM. Let P = x Iv ,Gm a,(x) D be a diferential operator whose 
coefficients are C” functions defined in an open set 9 C Rn. 
Suppose that P is elliptic at x0 E ~2. Then there exist open sets NI and 
N2 , x,, E NI C N, C fin, which have the following property. 
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Let (fk> be any sequence of Cm functions defined on the larger open set 
N, - 
If (.h, I fk I2 d4 and (.h, I Pfk I2 d x are both bounded sequences, then > 
(fk} contains a subsequence (gk} for which 
s I& -gj 12~~--+0, 
as k,j+m. 
Nl 
Proof. By the theorem in the preceding section, there exists an 
operator L = ClulGrn b”(x) Dy such that 
(1) L = P near x0 ; 
(2) bv E C;eer ; 
(3) L satisfies the elliptic inequalities in C& . 
Since the assertion of the present theorem is of a local nature, it 
suffices to work with L instead of P. 
Let E C [w” be a period cube which contains x,, in its interior. Choose 
open sets Nr and N, so that 
and such that L = P on E2 . 
Henceforth we shall speak only of L. 
Suppose we are given a sequence {fk> C Cm(N2) such that {JNz 1 fk I2 dx} 
are and UN, lLf,t 12d x are bounded. Our first problem is to pass from > 
Cm(N2) to C& . 
Consider an arbitrary f E Cm(N2). Let the domain off be extended 
to all of R2 by f = 0 in E - N, , and periodicity for the rest of [wn. 
(The resulting function is of course discontinuous at the translates 
of the boundary of N2 .) 
From now on, the given sequence (fk) will be regarded in this way 
as a sequence of periodic discontinuous functions whose domain of 
definition is all of Rn. 
Now choose a particular g, E C& which satisfies q = 1 on Nr and 
suppVn ECN,. It follows that {cpfk} C C’Fer and that (11 p-fk I],,} is 
bounded. 
We would like to. claim that {II.L(rpft)ll-m+l) is bounded; but at the 
potm;; the only thmg we know m this direction is that (11 yLfk IlO} is 
Put R = Lp7 - NIL. The order of R is <m - 1, and the coefficients 
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of R are functions in Czeer whose support is contained in the support 
of y. 
Choose + E Cr& so that $- 1 on suppp, and supp#r\ECN,. 
It follows that R = R~,!J. Moreover, ($~f~} C C’Fep and (11 $fk ]I,} is bounded, 
the proof being the same as for {qfk}. 
Now consider the equation 
Lbfk) = TLfk + Wfd 
The sequence (R(#fJ} is b ounded in the -m + 1 norm since (#fJ 
is bounded in the 0 norm. The sequence {qLfk} E C& is bounded in 
the -m + 1 norm because it was already known to be bounded in the 0 
norm. 
Therefore, {L(cpfJ} b is ounded in the -m + 1 norm. By the preceding 
theorem, {fk} contains a subsequence { gk} for which // vg, - vgj Ilo -+ 0 
as k,j-+ co. 
But 
Therefore 
j lgk -gj 12dx+0 
as K,j+ 03, 
Nl 
and the proof is complete. 
7. THE HILBERT SPACES Hs. SMOOTHNESS RESULTS 
So far we have been working only with C’Fer . It is necessary now to 
extend the space Crer in various ways. 
For any integer s, let H, denote the completion of C;,,, in the s norm. 
Because the s norm comes from an inner product on C& , the space H, 
is a Hilbert space. 
For s < t we have 11 f IIs < 11 f IIt for any f E Cper ; consequently there 
is a natural inclusion map from H, into H, . A “smoothness result” is 
a proof that some u E H, actually comes from some higher space H, . 
Let u E H, . Despite the fact that u is, at the moment, just an abstract 
element of a completion of Cpmer , it is nevertheless true that u has 
perfectly well-defined Fourier coefficients. Indeed, G : G + C is 
defined by ti(~) = limfk(q), where {fk} C Cper is any sequence which 
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converges to u in the s norm. The function zi is independent of the 
choice of approximating sequence because 
If@?) -&WI” < (1 + I rl l)-25 IV-g IIf 
for all f, g E C& and all 7 E G. 
It is easily seen that if u E H, , then 
nz (1 + I rl l)28 I %)I2 < QJ9 
since z2 is the pointwise limit over G of a sequence {f& for which 
Conversely, if a function 6 : G -+ C is square summable with respect 
to (1 + 1 7 l)2s, then it is the set of Fourier coefficients of an element n 
of H, . Indeed, z, is the limit in the s norm of the trig polynomials 
fdx) = Elrl,Gk fTrl) ei”*“* 
Thus, if an element u E H, happens to have Fourier coefficients which 
are square summable with respect to (1 + 1 7 /)2f where t is larger than s, 
then u is really in H, . More precisely, H, contains an element which is 
sent to u by the inclusion map H, -+ H, . 
It is this connection between smoothness in H, and summability of 
Fourier coefficients which is exploited in the following result. 
PROPOSITION. Let u E H, . Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) UEHs+1; 
(2) suPhsW hi0 II (s - 4/I h I IIs < ~0, where +(x) = u(x + h). 
Proof. The Fourier coefficients of (z+ - u)/] h j are (,+h - 1)1 h I d(v). 
Consequently 
II@, - 4/l h I II”, = c (1 + I rl l)2s I(ein*h - 1)/l h I I2 I %)12. 
IlEG 
Assume now that (1) holds. For real numbers a it is easy to check 
1 eiu - 1 1 < 1 CY 1, and hence 
Ik++ - 1)/l h I I2 f I77 I2 
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for 77 E G, h E R”. Therefore 
and we have proved (2). 
Now assume (2); that is, that 
nz (1 + I rl l)28 l(@.h) - 1)/l h ) 12 1 a(?# < C 
for all nonzero h E [Wm. Let ei be the unit vector in the j-th coordinate 
direction, and put h = tei , t real, then 
j(ei(n.*) - 1)/l h 1 12 --+ I Tj 12 
pointwise on G as t --t 0. It follows that 
2 (1 + 17 l)28 I % I2 I e?)12 -=c c- 
By the same calculation in the other coordinate directions, 
c (1 + I ?1 l)2s I rl I2 I Gd12 < a. 
TEG 
Since (I + j 7 1)” < c / q I2 for 71 # 0 in G, we have shown that 
n; (1 + I17 l)2s+2 I fw2 < aI* 
Therefore the natural approximating sequence of trig polynomials will 
be convergent in the s + 1 norm as well as in the s-norm. Thus, we have 
proved u E H,,, . This completes the proof. 
Let L = ~~~~~~~ b”(x) D have coefficients in C;,,, . We saw earlier 
that L : CFe, -+ C’pmer is continuous from the s norm to the s - m norm 
for each integer s. Therefore L extends naturally to a map L : H, -+ H,-, . 
Ifs < t, then the two maps L : H, + H,-, and L : H, --f Hi-m commute 
with the injections H, + H, and H,-, + H,-, . 
Let h E lP. For L as above, put L, = CIYIGnL b,(x + h) Dy. 
PROPOSITION. The operators (Lh - L)/! h 1, as h runs through W - {0}, 
form a uniformly bounded set of operators from H, to H,-, . 
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Proof. It suffices to treat the case L = b of an operator from H, 
into itself. 
Introduce a relation into C& by saying that f << g if 1 f (q)j < g(y) 
for all q E G. From the convolution formula for fFf2 it is easily checked 
that fi < gl and fi < g2 imply fif2 Q gl g2 . 
Now let h E W. The function (b, - b)/l h 1 has for its Fourier 
coefficients [(eiQmh - 1)/l h I] h(7), and these are bounded in absolute 
value by I 7 I I 6(~)l. Define a E C& by a”(~) = 1 q 1 1 b(v)]. Then 
(4 - WI h I < a 
for all nonzero h E [Wm. 
Let C > 0 be such that II uf lls < C 11 f IIs for all f E C$, . 
We show that 
llL(bL - WI h Ilflls < c Ilflls 
for all f E C& and all nonzero h E W. Indeed, for an arbitrary f define 
g by g(q) = If (q)l ; thus f < g. Therefore 
+j$f <ag, 
and hence, 
IlKh - WI h llf lls < II ag lls < c II it? lls = c llf IL * 
This completes the proof of the proposition, since C depends only on 
the Fourier coefficients of b, and not at all on h E W. The following is 
the main result of this section. 
THEOREM. Let L : C&, + C& be a diferential operator of degree m. 
Suppose that L satisfies the elliptic inequalities. 
Let u E H, and Lu E H,, . 
If Lu E H,-,+, , then u E Hsfl . 
Proof. By hypothesis there exist c > 0 and C > 0 so that 
jj f lls < c 11 Lf Ijs+ + C II f l18-r for all f E C& . By a limiting argument 
one shows that 1) ZJ /Is < c II Lv jls--m + C Ij v ll9--1 for all v E H, . 
We wish to prove u E H,,, . To that end it suffices to show 
suph+o ll(uh - u>/I h I Ils < ~0. 
Since u E H, , we already know that 
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Therefore, by the elliptic inequality, it will suffice to prove 
We employ the relation 
where L, = CvGrn &(x + h) DY and L = CvGrn b”(x) Dy. 
By hypothesis Lu E Hs--m+l ; therefore 
By the preceding proposition, the operators (L, - L)/J h 1 for nonzero 
h E l!P form a uniformly bounded family of operators from H, to H,-, . 
Since 11 u,, IIs = 11 u /Is, we conclude that 
=P li[cLh - L)/I h 11 *h iis-m < co. 
h#O 
The triangle inequality in H,-, now shows that 
“h;f 11 L@h - 4/l h l)ll-m < *, 
and we have completed the proof that u E H,,, . 
8. LOCAL SMOOTHNESS IN H, 
Suppose that E C IWn is a period cube. For an element ,u E H, we can 
ask whether it makes sense to speak of the integral of u over E. A natural 
answer presents itself. One defines JE u dx = (2~)” G(O). 
For an honest function f E Cpmer , this reduces to the usual definition. 
For UEH,, one has 1 SE u dx 1 < (23~)~ /I u IIs, so that this integral 
defines a continuous linear functional on H, . 
Recall that if f~ Cpmep then the map g I+ fg of Cger into itself is 
continuous in the s norm for every integer s. It follows that if f E C,“ep 
and u E H, then fu is a well-defined element of H, . Furthermore, if f 
and g are in Crep , then (fg)u andf( gu) are the same element of H, . 
21 
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PROPOSITION 8.1. Let u E H, . If JE uf = 0 for all f E Cpmep , then 
= OEH,. 
Proof. Choose f (x) = eiaex for any pi E G. 
The element u E H, can be realized as the limit in the s norm of the 
functions PN(x) = C191GN ti(7j) eiVvx. Consequently, uf is the limit of 
QM(x) = CltllGNti(q) ei@++. Therefore, G(O) = &(--a). 
If SE uf = 0 for all f E CFep , then clearly z2(0l) = 0 for all OL E G. 
This completes the proof. 
Suppose now that N is an open subset of the period cube E, and that 
UEH,. 
DEFINITION. u = 0 on N if JE uf = 0 for all f E C& which satisfy 
En SUppf C N. 
With this idea one can make local comparisons of elements of different 
H, spaces. Suppose u E H, and v E H, where s < t; the difference u - v 
only makes sense as an element of H, , but one can still say that u = v 
on an open set N if and only if u - v E 0 on N. 
In this way one expresses the idea that the restriction of u to N has 
a higher order of smoothness than is suggested by just the membership 
of u in H, . 
The following result is the localization of the smoothness result in 
the preceding section. 
THEOREM. Let L be a dzflerential operator with coe@cients in Cp”,, . 
Suppose that L is of degree m, and satis$es all the elliptic inequalities. 
Suppose that over an open set N C E C [w” we have a relation Lu 3 w 
where u E H, and w E H,,+l . 
Let N, be an open set with m0 C N, Then there is a v E H,,, such that 
v = u on No . 
Proof. Choose a function g, E C&r with y = 1 on N, and 
E n supp 9 C N. 
Consider FLU E H,-, , and compare it with yw. For any f E C& , 
E n supp vf C N; therefore 
for all f E C& . 
Therefore 
607/6/3-1 I 
JEfVLu = J, fvw 
TLU = pw in H,-, . 
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Now Lq = 9L + R, where R is an operator of order m - 1. Hence 
L(rpu) = VW + Ru, 
in which Ru E H,-,,,+, because of the order of R, and qw E H,-,,+, , by 
hypothesis. 
Therefore L(qu) is in Hs-m+l , and we conclude by the theorem from 
the preceding section that qu E H,,, . 
Now take z, = vu. Because 9 = 1 on N,, we certainly have v = u 
on No, and the proof is complete. 
Except for the fact that we are dealing with periodic functions, 
the next theorem is just the desired result on regularity of weak solutions. 
THEOREM. Let L be a diferential operator with coefficients in C& . 
Suppose that L satisjies all the elliptic inequalities. 
Let f E C& and u E H, , and suppose that Lu = f over an open set 
N C E. 
Then for any smaller open set NO C N there is a g E C& with u = g 
on NO. 
Proof. Choose a function y E Cpmer with q = I on N,, and 
E n supp q C N. We will study ‘pu. 
Choose an intermediate open set Nr with E n supp q C Nr and 
mr C N. By repeated application of the preceding theorem, using a 
smaller open set each time, one finds that for each large positive integer 
t > s there is a v E H, with v = u on Nr . Hence cpv = yu on NI . But 
since E n supp cp C NI we actually have TV = cpu in H, . 
What we have shown is that pu E H, for every large t > 0. Thus its 
Fourier coefficients are rapidly decreasing, and they define a function 
g E c;w . 
Now u = cpu on N, by choice of y. Since ‘pu = g E C& , the proof 
is compIete. 
9. THE REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS OF Lu =f 
We begin with a few words on adjoints. Let L = ClvlGrn b”(x) Dy 
be an operator whose coefficients are in C& . Then the Euclidean 
adjoint of L is the operator L* which is defined by 
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The basic relation between L and L* is of course the fact that 
J,fLg = 1, KY l&T 
for all f, g E C& . We wish to note the extension of this relation to the 
H, spaces. Namely, for any u E H, and f E C‘T~,, we again have 
SEfLu = &*f)u. 
This is proved in the obvious limiting way by using a sequence 
{&a> c c;eel with g?l + u in the s norm. One also needs to know that 
integration is a continuous linear functional in the topology of the H, 
spaces. 
We conclude with a proof of the second of the two theorems earlier 
stated to be in the “lore” of elliptic operators. 
THEOREM. Let P = &lk a,(x) Dy be a d$erential operator whose 
caeficients are C” functions dejked in an open set Q C W. Suppose that P 
is elliptic at x0 E Q. 
Then there exist open sets NI and N2 , with x,, E NI C N, C Q, which 
have the fallowing property: 
Let C,“(N,) denote the space of C” functions with support in N, . Let 
F : Com(N2) + R’ be a linear functional which is continuous in the square 
integral norm. 
Let f be a C” function deJned an N, , and suppose that 
LF=f, 
which is to say that F(P*rp) = JzGlwa y(x) f(x) dx far all ‘p E Com(N2). 
(Here P” is the Euclidean adjaint of P.) 
Then there exists a C” function g dejined an the smaller set NI which 
represents F an NI in the sense that 
far all q E Com(NI). 
Proof. Let E be a period cube which contains x,, . Let L be an operator 
with periodic coefficients which satisfies L = P near x,, , and which 
satisfies all the elliptic inequalities in the H, spaces. 
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Choose the open sets NI and N2 so that x0 E NI , N, C N, , n2 C E, 
and L 3 P on N2. Henceforth, we speak not of P, but only of L. 
Suppose we are given a linear functional F : Com(N2) + aB which 
satisfies 
for all q E C,,“(N,). 
Since we have a natural way of viewing Com(N2) as a subspace of 
C’Z~~ , and since the square integral norm is equivalent to the 0 norm in 
C:e,, , we see that the functional F can be viewed as a continuous linear 
functional on a subspace of H, . 
Let F be extended to all of Ho , in such a way that it stays continuous 
in the norm of Ho . Let u E H,, be the element which represents this 
functional in the sense that 
for all g, E Cpme,, .
Now suppose that f was a C” function defined on N, , and that 
LF=f on N,. 
Choose an open set Q with EI C Q and p C N, . Replace f by a 
function in C& which agrees with it on Q. Call this new function f. 
Having changed f at the edges of N, , we can now only claim that 
LF=f onQ. 
Thus 
for all 9) E C& which satisfy E n supp y C 0. 
But S(L*v)u = JqLu: Therefore, Lu 3 f on the open set Q. 
By the theorem of the preceding section there is a g E C& with 
g = u on NI, where flI CQ. 
But this means that 
for all e, 12 I?;~, which satisfy E n supp v C NI . 
Thus, the function g E CFer represents the functional F in the desired 
way over NI , and the proof is complete. 
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10. ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS OF OPERATORS 
Let Q C W be open, and let W be the space of K-tuples of elements 
of C”(Q). 
A differential operator L : W -+ W is given by a k x k matrix of 
linear partial differential operators L, which send P(Q) into itself. 
The action of L upon f E W is 
CLf Ii = i Lijh . 
j=l 
The order of L is just the maximum of the orders of the Lij . Suppose 
now that L is of degree m. 
DEFINITION. L is elliptic at a point x0 E 52 if the following condition 
is satisfied. Let 9 E Cm(Q) be any function with ~(x,,) = 0, grad 93(x,,) # 0; 
let f E W be any element with f(x,,) # 0. Then L(yFf) does not vanish 
at x0 . 
For each single operator L, = CIYIGm b”(x) Dy we already have a 
notion of symbol: The function oii : !J x R, + R is given by 
crij(x, 5) = Clvlzrn b,(x) Sy. (If a particular Lij has order really less than m, 
then aij(x, e) = 0.) 
The symbol of the system of operators L is now defined to be the 
function u : Sz x W + {K x k matrices} given by 
u(x, ‘5) = [%j(X, 01. 
By the same methods as in the first section one proves: 
PROPOSITION 10.1. L is elliptic at x,, E Q if and only if det u(xO , S) f 0 
for all nonzero 6 E 5P. 
Next we turn to the question of adjoints. Let W, C W be the subspace 
of elements of compact support. For f, g E W, , the Euclidean inner 
product off and g is 
(f, g> = I,, ~lfiw ‘d-9 dx. 
2== 
Then for a given L : W + W there is only one Lx : W + W which 
meets the condition (Lf, g) = (f, Lsg) for all f, g E W,, , and it is given 
bY 
(L”),? = Lj”i . 
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Consequently, the symbol of Lx is, up to sign, just the transpose of 
the symbol of L. Thus, L is elliptic at x0 E Q if and only if Lx is elliptic 
at x0 . 
Finally, it is easy to show that ellipticity is unchanged under passage 
to a non-Euclidean adjoint. Let A : Q -+ {k x k matrices} be symmetric 
and positive definite, and let the entries of A be smooth functions of x. 
Then the associated inner product on IV,, is given in terms of the 
Euclidean inner product by 
The adjoint relative to ( , )A of an operator L is easily seen to be 
L* = A-lL”A 
where Lx is the Euclidean adjoint. 
If Lx is known to be elliptic at x0 , then one can easily show that L* 
is also elliptic at x0 . No comparison of the symbols of Lx and L* need be 
attempted; the argument proceeds directly from the definition of 
ellipticity. 
11. STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL THEOREM: 
REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF EUCLIDEAN ADJOINT 
Let Q, W, A, and L be as in the preceding section. For an open set 
NC Sz let W,(N) d enote the space of elements of W whose support 
is contained in N. 
Then the main theorem on local properties of elliptic operators 
reads as follows: 
THEOREM. Suppose L is elliptic at x0 E Q. Then there exist open sets 
IV1 and N, , x0 E NI C N2 C Sz, which make the following statements true: 
(1) Let f E W, and let F : W,(N,) + [w be a linear functional which 
is continuous in the norm associated with A. Suppose F(L*h) = (h, f ), 
for all h E W,(N,). Then there is a g E W such that 
for all h E W,(N,). 
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(2) Let 7j E C”(Q) h ave support in N, and satisfy 77 = 1 on Nr . 
Let v E Cm(Q) h ave support in Nl . Let {fn} C W be any sequence for 
which hfJ and hLfJ are both bounded in the norm associated with A. 
Then (yfm} contains a subsequence which is convergent in the norm associated 
with A. 
Suppose now that we had already proved this theorem with the choice 
A = I, that is, with the Euclidean inner product. We show how that 
the result would then follow for general A. 
Consider (2) first. Because ma C Sz, the Euclidean norm and the 
A-norm are equivalent on W,(N,). Hence (2) is true in one norm if 
and only if it is true in the other. 
It only remains to prove (1). Suppose we are given f E W and 
F : W,,(N,) + R a linear functional which is continuous in the A-norm, 
hence in the Euclidean norm. We are given that 
for all h E W,,(N,), where 
L* = A-lLnA. 
Define a new linear functional G : W&N,) -+ R by setting G(h) = 
F(A-lh). It follows that 
G(L%) = F(A-l(AL*A-Vi)) = (A-Vz,f)/, = (h,f). 
Thus G is a weak solution, in the Euclidean sense, of the equation 
LG=f. 
By invoking the theorem for the Euclidean case we get a u E W which 
satisfies 
G(h) = (6 u> 
for all h E W&N,). 
Thus 
F(h) = G(Ah) = (Ah, u) = (h, u)~ 
for all h E W,(N,). 
This completes the proof of the reduction to Euclidean inner product. 
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12. SYSTEMS VERSUS SINGLE OPERATORS 
Our last task is to argue that the general theorem for elliptic systems 
can be proved in the same way as the special case of a single operator. 
First, the space Ci& must be replaced by the space of k-tuples of 
elements of C& . Let the new space be called @C& . 
The s norms are defined, naturally enough, by \\fl\i = $, llfi 11: ,
where f = (fi ,..., fk) E @C& . 
The continuity properties of differential operatorsL : @CPm,, + @C& 
are proved in a straightforward way from the single-operator statements. 
The symbolic differentiation operator 1 : @Cpmer + @Cpmep is given by 
where A : Crer -+ CFeep is the symbolic differentiation operator we 
had before. Friedrichs’ lemma for systems L follows from the fact that 
(ZL - Ll),, = AL,, - L,A, and that we already know it for single 
operators. 
If L and A4 are k x K systems of single operators, then it is not 
necessarily true that LM - ML has order less than the sum of the 
orders of L and M. However, if M happens to be of the form 
where v E CFer , then it is indeed true that LM - ML has order less 
than the order of L. 
Wherever this commutation principle was used in the single-operator 
proof, it was with a choice M = q where 97 E C’r& . Consequently, the 
corresponding steps can be made in the proof for systems. 
Concerning the derivation of the elliptic estimates we note the 
following modifications. Let L be a system of constant coefficient 
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operators. For the ij-th entry Ldj , let aii : G ---t C be the function 
such that 
for all q E G and all f E CFe, . 
Then for the system L we have L3(77) = 0(77)3(q), where now 
f E wpmeer and a(~) is the k x k matrix formed from the aij(q). 
The most convenient matrix norm seems to be 
Finally, in the proof of the estimates for the single-operator case 
one had to invert the complex number a,(q) for 7 # 0; in the systems 
case one must invert the matrix q,(q) for 77 # 0. Here a,(~) is of course 
the sum of terms of order m from u(q). 
It would seem that these are the more important modifications to be 
made in the proof. With that we conclude these notes. 
